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Its Blood Is Black
Fightstar

i really wanted to be able to play this song with chords as its all i can really
do
so i worked them out
think theyre pretty accurate :)
enjoy! 

CAPO 6

G                D
It isn t safe in here
            Em7     Cadd9
It isn t safe on our own
G                        D               Em7         Cadd9
We ve got a new place to go and we will call this our home
   G                      D             Em7          C
The sky is clear but the air is thick with smoke
G                                D                      Em7              Cadd9
And all you ve got is some heels, your lipstick, and your raincoat

          G
So let s kill tonight
             D                       
And we will embrace it with arms held wide
       Em7                                                    C
And its blood is black, it s floating through the bedroom window
        G                           D
So let s stand so close, and we ll not let go
          Em7                                   C
I ve got friends here, and they re all dying to meet you

G                                          D
We won t feel sad as they re calling our names
Em7                           Cadd9
I turn to you and wipe the sleep from your face
G
We ve got nothing to lose 
                         D
we ll leave nothing to fate
Em7                                          Cadd9
Let s take a walk, we ll meet and we ll be on our own way

          G



So let s kill tonight
             D                       
And we will embrace it with arms held wide
       Em7                                                    C
And its blood is black, it s floating through the bedroom window
        G                           D
So let s stand so close, and we ll not let go
          Em7                                   C
I ve got friends here, and they re all dying to meet you

D              C                G
Hang close, I ve got a plan to kill this 
D         C                G
I ve got to whisper in your ear
D              F                     G
Let s gather all the fuel and light it
D                     F                     G
And by the time it blows, we ll be well clear

D     F
Let s run
    G
Lets run and give it up
D      F      
Lets run, run for good
G
Run

          G
So let s kill tonight
             D                       
And we will embrace it with arms held wide
       Em7                                                    C
And its blood is black, it s floating through the bedroom window
        G                           D
So let s stand so close, and we ll not let go
          Em7                                   C
I ve got friends here, and they re all dying to meet you

OUTRO 

D Em7 Cadd9

D Em7 Cadd9

G  Em7 Cadd9

D Em7 Cadd9


